Zaryana Bezu * Columbus Ohio
Zaryana was born and raised in the old and beautiful city of Kiev, Ukraine. Most of
her childhood she spent wandering the aged curved streets of Kiev that are filled
with legends, myths and stories. Zaryana studied art, architecture and theater in
Kiev. She came to the United States in 1998 and continued her education in art.
Zaryana graduated from Columbus College of Art and Design in 2004 with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in illustration. Zaryana’s art works inspired by
mysteriousness and wonder that she sees in the world. Some of her creations have
come from stories while others have brought stories with them. Many of her
sculptures and felted paintings are in private collections around the world. They
have also been displayed in local galleries on occasion. Zaryana still resides in
Columbus, Ohio where she works in waldorf-inspired school (because children and
wonders grow side by side and watching it is very inspirational), teaches workshops
and creates her art. She also enjoys long walks in the woods, bird watching, cloud
counting, and unique book shops.

Mixed Media Wall Doll
Sunday #1D14
1 Day
9am-4 or 4:30pm
Workshop Media – Polymer & Felted
6-8 inches
Skill Level – All Levels Welcome
Kit fee $15.00
Homework: No
Enjoy the day learning several different
techniques such as sculpting in polymer
clay then painting both a head and hands.
Discover how to make a needle felted body
with color and design. Zaryana has created
“The Horse Wisper”, in the sample shown
here. Before the end of the day you will
assemble the different elements, you
created. This will be your very own unique
decorative wall figure to hang in your home.

Go to the next page for the supply
list and more pictures.
Mixed Media Wall Doll Supply List

Supply list for Mixed Media Wall Doll
As for supply they need to bring to class...
1. We will be doing hand sewing, so some favorite needles and thimbles if you use
thimbles.
2. Bring any special elements you would like your doll to have (for example beads, tiny
buttons, or charms. If you want your doll to hold a key or a crystal)
3. A extra spool of white thread and scissors.
4. If you have special wool colors you can bring those.
5. Special colors in embroidery floss
Optional: if you have extra felting needles and pads in your current supplies. These will be
provided, but it is always good to have extras…just in case
Things provide: Kit fee $15.00 to be paid
in class to the teacher.
Zaryana will provide sculpting tools,
paints, paint brushes, and glue.
Kit will include: some of the following:
pieces of felt, polymer clay, beads,
embroidery threads, wool
Also stuff for stuffing, and Polymer Clay

